
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



About us 

Director: Nikola Jakubcová    

      In our company you buy: 

           - shoes by Adidas, Nike and                

        Converse  

     
    

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Assistant of director: Monika Lednická 

   Telephone number: 

           00421 42 432 3863 

 

 

 

 

 Email:shodpineapple@gmail.com 

 

 
 
Sales manager: Katarína Styrančáková             

 

 

 

 

 Adress: 

 Business Academy 

 Jesenského 259/6 

 017 44  Považská Bystrica 

 Slovakia



 

Contractual Conditions 

Contractual conditions according to the Commercial Code valid in the Slovak Republic. 

 

Seller’s obligations: 

 
1. The seller confirms the order by phone. 

2. The seller sends the delivery note. 

3. The seller sends an anvoice immerdiately after sending the goods which is cost data. The 

invoice will contain the terms of payments. 

4. If the buyer does not pay in time, the seller has the right to claim a penalty of 0,05 % for 

each day of delay. 

 

 

  Buyer’s obligation 

 

1. The buyer (customer) sends the seller the order. 

2. The buyer is obliged to pay by electronic form by crediting sellers account. 

 

 

 

Special discount: 

 

Discounts are available for large orders. 

More detailed information will be sent to you on the receipt of the the order. 

 

 

 

 

 

We are looking forward to you future co-operation. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         
                                                                       adidas NMD_R1 W 

                           icey pink 

                                           Price: 148 € 

 

 

 

         

            adidas iniki runner W 
                   icey pink 

               Price: 121 € 

        

 

 

A breakthrough in adidas Originals 

design, these women's shoes offer a full 

length boost™ midsole for continuous 

energy. A reflective tongue tab and 3-

Stripes adorn the stretch-mesh upper for 

flashy details. Molded EVA plugs 

complete the NMD aesthetic. 

A modern design influenced by '70s 

running culture, these women's shoes 

feature a full-length boost™ midsole to 

keep you light on your feet. The hidden 

inner sock gives them a comfortable feel, 

and the suede upper and gum rubber 

outsole keep the sneaker true to adidas 

Originals heritage. 



         

            

        

         

 

           adidas campus W 
             Raw pink 

         Price: 104 € 

 

  

 

 

         

    adidas NMD_R2 
      trace khaki 

                Price: 146 € 

   

 

 

 

This version of the Campus brings a subtle 

edge to the classic trainer. These women's 

shoes feature a pigskin nubuck upper for a 

smooth and subtle look. Gold-foil branding 

accents on the lateral side, and iconic 3-

Stripes finish the authentic look. 

Contemporary and simple, the NMD subtly 

blends heritage style with innovative 

design. These men's shoes feature an 

upper with a bold color-shifting knit and 

jersey build, with stretch for a snug fit. The 

midsole offers full-length boost™ 

cushioning, with a pop of color on the 

signature EVA plugs. 



       

 

 

 

adidas Iniki Runner       
Core Black 

                 Price: 123 € 

 

 

 

 

         

     adidas superstar 
                      white 

               Price: 104 € 

 

 

 

 

Two eras of adidas Originals combine to 

create an exciting silhouette. A 

contemporary take on classic '70s runner 

style, these men's shoes feature full-

length boost™ for continuous energy 

return. A gum rubber outsole flashes old-

school style, and printed serrated 3-

Stripes link them back to adidas Originals 

heritage. 

The adidas Superstar shoe debuted in 

1969 and quickly lived up to its name as 

basketball players league-wide laced into 

the shell-toe design. This version of the 

shoe is a faithful reproduction updated 

with a triple-black smooth leather upper 

and 3-Stripes. 



         

 

 

                           Nike WMNS 

          HUARACHE SD 
           Particle pink 

              Price: 131 € 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              Nike WMNS 

      FLYKNIT MAX 
   black-hot punch 

        Price: 236 € 

 

 

 

  

 

 THROWBACK DESIGN, 

MODERN COMFORT. 

The Nike Air Huarache SD Women's 

Shoe optimizes the '90s icon for modern 

comfort while maintaining the legendary 

look of the original. Combination textile, 

leather, and synthetic construction for 

comfortable support 

 

 
 

Nike Flyknit technology was inspired by 

feedback from runners seeking a shoe 

with the snug (and virtually unnoticed) fit 

of a sock. 

  Overlays at the toe and heel add 

structure for a stable feel 

  Rubber pods on the sole for durability 



      

 

 

          Nike AIR PRESTO 

                ULTRA BR 
             artic orange 

            Price: 118 € 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Nike AIR MAX 2017 
cool grey 

  Price: 190 € 

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

       BREATHABLE  

AND COMFORTABLE 

The Nike Air Presto Ultra Women's 

Shoe takes Nike Presto's famous T-

shirt-like fit with soft, breathable 

material for maximum comfort. 

These shoes have textile construction for 

adaptable comfort 

 

The Nike Air Max 2017 Women's 

Running Shoe features a seamless 

Flymesh upper for support and 

breathability. Iconic Max Air 

cushioning provides a lightweight, 

smooth feel with each step, whether 

you're running your three-miler or 

running your day. 



       

 

 

 

 

 

   Nike AIR MAX 1 

           PREMIUM  
                  university red 

           Price: 136 € 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Nike AIR HUARACHE 

                RUN ULTRA 
            white 

             Price: 125 € 

 
 

  

 

This retro-inspired style is an 

embodiment of sport colliding with 

culture and proves that the Air Max 1 

continues to be as coveted as ever. 

Leather and synthetic leather upper 

for durability 

 

THE LIGHTWEIGHT TOUCH 

The Nike Air Huarache Ultra Men´s 

Shoe is crafted with a stretchy one-

piece upper and an ultra-lightweight 

sole for a streamlined look and easy 

packing into your bag. 

The Ultra sole is cored out in targeted 

areas to reduce weight without 

sacrificing durability. 



         

 

 

 

 

 

               CONVERSE Chuck  

               Taylor All Stars OX 
           orange quartz 

           Price: 83 € 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               CONVERSE Chuck 

        Taylor WP BOOT HI 
              dark sangria 

                Price: 127 € 

  

Every now and then, you can use a color 

refresh. The Converse Chuck Taylor All 

Star Seasonal Colors is the classic All 

Star done up in a new range of colors 

while still keeping all the classic details 

like a canvas upper and vulcanized 

rubber sole. It’s time to add some new 

shades to your rotation. These orange is 

the best choose! 

The Chuck Taylor All Star sneaker was 

the original basketball shoe. Its use has 

changed over the years, but it’s still 

perfect in its simplicity. With its timeless 

silhouette, vulcanized rubber sole and 

unmistakable ankle patch, the Chuck is 

ready for you to make it your own. 



 

        

 

 

 

 

         CONVERSE Chuck 

ň            Taylor All Stars 70 OX 
             blue  

             Price: 83 € 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         CONVERSE Chuck 

                 Taylor II All Stars 
          dolphin/storm wind 

                     Price: 80 

 

The Converse All Star Chuck '70 is our re-

crafted sneaker that uses modern details to 

celebrate the original Chuck Taylor All Star 

from the 1970s. Vintage details include 

stitching on the sidewall and a heavier-grade 

canvas upper for comfort and durability. 

The Converse Chuck II Gum mixes things up 

with gum rubber soles instead of regular 

rubber. With the same grip and durability as 

the classic Chuck II, this sneaker also shares 

the Nike Lunarlon insole, delivering all-day 

comfort. They have gum rubber sidewall and 

toecap and padded non-slip tongue. 


